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9. Jesus Ministered to Their Needs (3Q 2016—Church in the Community) 

 

Biblical material: Mark 5:22–43, 10:46–52, John 5:1–9, Ps. 139:1–13, Mark 2:1–12, 

Acts 9:36–42; Matt. 9:35. 

 

Quotes 

• A friend is what the heart needs all the time. Henry Van Dyke 

• A deep sense of love and belonging is an irreducible need of all people. We are 

biologically, cognitively, physically, and spiritually wired to love, to be loved, 

and to belong. When those needs are not met, we don’t function as we were meant 

to. We break. We fall apart. We numb. We ache. We hurt others. We get sick. 

Brene Brown 

• You can never get enough of what you don’t need to make you happy. Eric Hoffer 

• We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give. Duane Hulse 

• Many a man becomes empty-handed because he does not know the art of 

distribution. C. H. Spurgeon 

• Our heavenly Father understands our disappointment, suffering, pain, fear, and 

doubt. He is always there to encourage our hearts and help us understand that 

He’s sufficient for all of our needs. When I accepted this as an absolute truth in 

my life, I found that my worrying stopped. Charles Stanley 

 

Questions 
 Why did Jesus focus on meeting the needs of people? Was this simply as a way to 

gain attention for his message? What needs did Jesus meet—and what does that tell us? 

Jesus did not go around distributing money as a way of meeting needs—are there lessons 

for us here, or was this just due to his circumstances? 

 

Bible summary 

 Mark 5:22–43 records the story of Jesus’ raising of Jairus’ daughter from the 

dead. In Mark 10:46–52 Jesus cures Bartimaeus from his blindness. John 5:1–9 tells of 

Jesus healing the man at the Pool of Bethesda who had been paralyzed for thirty-eight 

years. Ps. 139:1–13 reminds us of our Creator’s deep and intimate knowledge of each of 

us. Jesus heals the paralyzed man let down through the roof (Mark 2:1–12). Dorcas was 

famous for helping others, and Peter comes to raise her from the dead (Acts 9:36–42).  

“Jesus went all over, visiting the towns and villages. He taught in their synagogues, 

telling them about the good news of the kingdom, and he healed all kinds of sicknesses 

and diseases.”Matt. 9:35 FBV. 

 

Comment   
  The Biblical material in this study shows us Jesus helping people depending on 

what they needed. In fact we could use almost any incident from Jesus’ life, since he was 

always directing his help to specific human needs. This should make us see that we are to 

be responsive to the needs of others, not seeking to impose ourselves on them but to 

provide the help required. This will include our talents and our time, our resources and 

our abilities. For can we, like Paul, say that I am content with whatever state I am in? 

How are we to react to our circumstances? Some see only challenges and problems, 
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others see exciting possibilities. Where is our focus—on ourselves and our needs, or on 

the needs of others? All too often our self-centred perspective that is at the heart of sin 

clouds our judgment. As we seek to help ourselves, as we focus on what we want, then 

the principles of God’s kingdom are easily forgotten.  

 The way we live our lives, how we handle our resources, all this speaks to our 

understanding of God and our relationship to him. After all, what is so important in 

accumulating things of “value” in this life? Jesus reserved some of his hardest words of 

rebuke to those who failed to see the value of eternal things. Even then it must have been 

said in terms of great disappointment as he saw that unless they experienced a change of 

heart, they would be utterly lost. So what—or who—are we truly valuing? 

 Speech, with its use of language and imagery and tone of voice, conveys much 

about who we are and the way we relate to others. We are wisely counseled to be careful 

in our speech and to make sure we are not misusing this gracious gift. In the end speech 

is a tool that can be used for good or ill, and we should measure our words and make sure 

they are said the best way we can. We most often convey a picture of God by our speech, 

along with our actions and attitude.  

 The gracious way of answering (Col.4:6) sums up our approach. While we want 

to convince others (“witnessing”), this must be done wisely and well. Our aim is to build 

others up, thinking of how we can help meet their needs (Eph. 4:29). For God’s kingdom 

is not brought about by following our own selfish desires, but through loving agreement 

with God, following his way. This is the answer to the Devil’s program of division and 

separation, of hostility and hateful lies. 

This is the reconciliation which God makes to bring us back to oneness to him:  

“That’s why anyone who is in Christ is a new being—what was old is gone, the new has 

come! God did all this by changing us from enemies into friends through Christ. He gave 

us this same work of changing God’s enemies into his friends. For God was in Christ 

bringing the world back from hostility to friendship with him, not counting anyone’s sins 

against them, and giving us this message to change his enemies into his friends.”  2 Cor. 

5:17-19 FBV. 

If we recognize this principle working out in our lives then we will want to act as 

Jesus did to meet the needs of others. This is not as an obligation, but because we would 

not wish to live any differently!  “Christ is our peace. He made the two into one, and 

broke down the separating wall of hostility that divided us, freeing us through his body 

from the law with its requirements and regulations. He did this so he could create in 

himself one new person out of the two and so make peace, and completely reconcile both 

of them to God through the cross as if they were just one body, because he’d killed our 

hostility towards each other.” Eph. 2:14-16 FBV. 

 

Ellen White Comments  

 The immediate needs, the present trials, of struggling souls—these must be met 

with sound, practical instruction in the fundamental principles of Christianity. {AA 251} 

 The character of Christ must be understood before men could love Him or view 

the cross with the eye of faith. Here must begin that study which shall be the science and 

the song of the redeemed through all eternity. In the light of the cross alone can the true 

value of the human soul be estimated. {AA 273} 
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